
SOCIAL MEDIA CONTENT & VIDEO INTERN, SPRING 2023

Glow Recipe, the leading fruit forward & clinically effective skincare brand, is looking to add an intern to
our dynamic team. The Social Media Content & Video Intern will work closely with the Content department

to create assets that speak to skincare experts and newbies alike.

This position provides a first-hand look into growing and operating a beauty brand with national and global
retail partners. In addition to being an integral member of the content team, where all visual assets are

designed and produced, this role will see how teams work cross-functionally and hand-in-hand with the
brand’s co-founders.

What You’ll Do:

★ Support the Content Team on creating various social media assets (TikTok, Youtube, Instagram), with an
emphasis on video creation. This includes creating & outlining scripts for videos, filming and editing
videos for social media, analyzing trends on social media, and assisting on set for video and photo shoots.

★ Utilize and develop your video editing skills to create dynamic visual content that stands apart from the
rest of the beauty space for both Glow Recipe and Sweet Chef brands

★ Make revisions and create various sizes and formats of produced content quickly and efficiently
★ Collaborate and contribute to shared content planning calendar
★ Assist Creative Content Manager with pre-production tasks and on set for video and photo shoots

The Ideal Candidate:

★ Must possess a passion for all things skin care and a strong belief in the Glow Recipe vision and brand
★ Is experienced & has access to Adobe Suite, with an emphasis in Premiere, Lightroom, and Photoshop, as

well as TikTok, YouTube, & Instagram editing treatments
★ Has a portfolio and/or TikTok + Instagram accounts with relevant work
★ Is a self-starter with a willingness to learn new skills in the world of social media
★ Has project management skills, is detail-oriented and highly organized
★ Is knowledgeable and passionate about the growing the beauty landscape
★ Has a general understanding of skincare and beauty

Requirements:
★ NYC based
★ Available to work a minimum of 16 hours per week, full days preferred

Length/Term:
★ 5 months with the potential to extend

Benefits:
★ Paid Internship $15/hour

About The Team:
The Content Team creates visual and branded assets for all Glow Recipe initiatives. This includes daily posts
across all social channels, new product launches, videos and content that responds to social media and trends in
the K-Beauty space.


